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New Titles for Children and Young People
Aliki. How a Book is Made; written and illus. by Aliki. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-690-04498-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04496-8. 30p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed.
$12.95.
Yes, there are other good books on how a book is made, but probably none better for
R younger readers, since the comic-strip format and the step-by-step illustrations (line and
1-3 wash) make the information easily accessible. Most books about book production
emphasize manufacturing procedures although they do not neglect creative input; here
there is full attention paid to author and illustrator and to all of the staff at a publishing
house. Aliki's explanation of such procedures as color separation or stages in produc-
tion of the printed and bound book are clear, though the level of information varies
enough that adult explanation will be required for the technical parts. Also mentioned:
the sales force, the reviewers, the librarians, and the bookstore clerks. Ultimately, the
book, via library or bookstore, reaches children. ZS
C.U. Book Week; Illustrators; Writing for Children
Ames, Mildred. Conjuring Summer In. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020054-5; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-020053-7. 217p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Fourteen-year-old Bernadette has moved to California with her mother and step-
M brother, 19-year-old Keith. She misses her home in Ohio, her grandmother, her dead
7-12 father, and through witchcraft, attempts to cast spells to convince her mother to return
to Willow Orchard. Her first-person narration is periodically and confusingly inter-
rupted by Keith's third-person version of events, including his guilt feelings about his
own father's death, his involvement with "white" witch Giselle, and his growing impli-
cation in a series of murders of young girls. Bernadette's faith in the occult is never
quite convincing (although Giselle's is), and most readers will spot the real murderer
early on. While there are appealing elements here, they are awkwardly jumbled, and the
story is hampered by the obtrusive narrative structure. RDS
Arnold, Caroline. Genetics: From Mendel to Gene Splicing; Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10223-8.
68p. illus. with photographs. (History of Science) $9.90.
Usually a capable science writer, Arnold does only an adequate job of describing the
Ad history of the science of genetics, the contributions of individual workers whose theories
6-8 and/or research contributed to present knowledge, and those recent discoveries that
have made possible-for good or ill--genetic engineering. The text is competently
organized and is written with clarity and directness; it is weakened, unfortunately, by
gaps in information (not by erroneous information), a fault echoed by the inadequacy
of the illustrative material (no diagram of flower parts to clarify the discussion of fertil-
[41]
ization, for example, and no schematic drawing of DNA structure). A bibliography and
index are provided. ZS
C.U. Science
Bell, Clare. Tomorrow's Sphinx. Margaret K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50402-0. $14.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
This is a complex time fantasy in which a young cheetah, Kichebo, black with gold
Ad markings and possessed of extrasensory powers, communicates with another on her kin,
7-10 Kheknemt, in the time of Tutankhamen. Kichebo's animal characteristics are vividly
depicted, as is her status as a misfit too dark to hunt effectively on the plains or escape
the humans who relentlessly pursue her. What's confusing is the fact that the action
takes place in the future, after Earth has been depopulated, and the humans are
returning from outer space to track the last of the ancient Egyptian cheetahs with the
capability of joining their animal perceptions with those of humans. Once this becomes
clear, the parallel relationships between Kheknemt and his boy-pharoah master and
Kichebo and her young human charge Menk take on a logical momentum that cul-
minates in a climactic encounter between Kichebo and the humans who have haunted
her life. Meanwhile, what carries the overextended plot is the power Bell has always
brought to portraying her anthropomorphized cats in the other books of the series,
Ratha's Creature and Clan Ground. This book stands on its own but will prove espe-
cially gratifying to those who enjoyed reading the first two. BH
Billings, Charlene W. Fiber Optics: Bright New Way to Communicate. Dodd, 1986. ISBN
0-386-08785-X. 60p. illus. with photographs. (A Skylight Book) $9.95.
Finer than a human hair, the thin strands of glass that were invented in the 1960s-
R optical fibers--have begun, especially when combined with the pure, concentrated light
3-6 of lasers, to revolutionize the communications industry as well as to contribute to other
fields. Billings describes the way in which optical fibers transmit the pulsed light that is
compatible with computers, and she discusses the many ways in which fiber optics are
used in communications, medicine, and industry. The book concludes with a chapter on
future uses of fiber optics. The organization of material is adequate, the writing style
direct, the explanations of functions clear. An index is provided. ZS
C.U. Industries (unit); Science.
B ranley, Franklyn Mansfield. Journey into a Black Hole; illus. by Marc Simont. Crowell, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04544-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04543-3. 29p. Library ed.
$11.89; Trade ed. $11.50. Reviewed from galleys.
Simont's paintings effectively convey the mystery and magnitude of the unimagin-
R able, the space and distance and density of a black hole. They are deft in interpreting
2-3 Branley's lucid text, which skillfully streamlines the explanation of a complicated astro-
nomical phenomenon so that it will be comprehensible to primary grades readers. It
isn't just that Branley is an expert on the subject (he is) but that he's an expert on what
to omit and to include when writing for younger children, as he describes what a black
hole is, how it is formed, and what it would be like to travel to one, if one could (or
wanted to) take a journey from which there would be no return. ZS
C.U. Science
Briger, Achim, ad. The Santa Clauses; illus. by Ute Drause. Dial, 1986. ISBN 0-8037-0266-3.
24p. $10.95.
A spoof on society as well as its traditions, this recounts how an item of gossip
("There's no such thing as Santa Claus") becomes news of the day, in lieu of hotter
[42]
R headlines, and finally reaches the real Santas ('there were... enough to go around at
4-6 Christmas among all the children of the world") in a newspaper wrapped around their
yrs. fish. Enraged, they go on strike until an everychild figure, Charlie, finds them in Miami
and gets them back on track. Graphically, this is a jovial crew, rotund, multiethnic, and
excitable. The watercolor paintings show how big most of the environment looms over
small children, from billboards to buildings, a perspective sharply contrasting with the
real message, that if one kid has faith, it can change everything. Happy holidays! BH
C.U. Christmas
Brooks, Bruce. Midnight Hour Encores. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020710-8; Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-020709-4. 263p. Library ed. $13.89; Trade ed. $13.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Sixteen-year-old Sibilance, self-named at age eight, is a musical prodigy whose
R flower-child mother left her at birth to the devoted care of her father, whom Sib calls
6-12 Taxi. After scooping every European prize for her cello playing, Sib tracks down a
Russian ex-prodigy, with whom she yearns to study, to San Francisco, where her
mother, Connie, also lives. Sib and Taxi's journey from their home on the East Coast
across country in a minibus is a journey back in time. Taxi is trying to prepare Sib for
meeting her mother by providing a background on the sixties' counterculture. Connie,
however, has become a wealthy real estate broker with a male secretary, exquisite taste,
and a sharp business sense. Yet after assuring herself a place in both her mother's life
and in the conservatory where her audition wins her a place, Sib realizes her attachment
to her father and returns with him. This is an ambitious novel, as was Brooks' pre-
vious The Moves Make the Man. Although it is somewhat too cleverly written at
times, with Sib's dialogue sounding like the technically brilliant "showoff" pieces she
detests, the undercurrents of characterization are sharp and strong. Taxi, too, is some-
times as cliched as the phrases with which he describes the sixties (including all the
relevant obscenities), yet there's enough individuality to make its mark, as there is with
Connie, a setup that is half expected, yet surprising. An intriguing piece, structurally
and descriptively, this is vivid if not always convincing. BH
D.V. Father-daughter relations
Brown, Laurene Krasny. Visiting the Art Museumn written and illus. by Laurene Krasny Brown
and Marc Brown. Dutton, 1986. ISBN 0-525-44233-2. 32p. $11.95.
So there is something new under the sun, and this book takes a new approach to art
R appreciation that is both informative and hilarious. It is nicely gauged for the younger
K-3 child, and it uses a convincing narrative framework (a family visit to a museum) and a
* believable conversion (the oldest child, reluctant to leave a television set, finds some
exciting art objects) to carry nicely integrated information about what one will find in
an art museum. Small-scale reproductions of famous pieces of work are accompanied
by facts about the artist and about the museum in which the work is housed in reality.
Balloon-enclosed conversation is funny; appended notes give additional information
and tips on how to enjoy an art museum. ZS
C.U. Art appreciation
Browne, Anthony. Piggybook; written and illus. by Anthony Browne. Knopf, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-394-98416-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-88416-7. 28p. Library ed. $10.99; Trade ed.
$9.95.
Mr. Piggott and his two sons are a male chauvinist lot who, outside of yelling for their
R breakfast and dinner, don't exercise themselves much around the house. When Mrs.
K-7 Piggott finally tires of the endless chores that sandwich her workday, she leaves the
[43]
menfolk on their own, with a note saying, "You are pigs." Indeed, with the cooking
and housework untended, they soon turn genuinely porcine, a transformation that
Browne literally foreshadows with piggy shadows on the walls, pig faces on the wall-
paper, doorknobs, vases, lampshades, faucets, fireplace, phone. (Observant viewers
will note the colonial pig squire in one familiar painting, with the female figure evac-
uated from the bench beside him; also, the shadow of a wolf outside the window as the
household deteriorates without Mrs. Piggott). All ends well with Mrs. Piggott's return,
the male Piggotts grovelling properly for forgiveness and then leaping into reform with
a hand at the chores... while Mrs. Piggott, her shadowy face for the first time clearly
defined, fixes the car. As in most of Browne's art, there is more than a touch of irony
and visual humor here, bringing off the didactic with a light touch and turning the
lesson into satire. There's also a pop-art quality to many of the shapes and composi-
tions, with smooth coloration and shiny highlights that emphasize the rounded contours
and caricatures. Fun to read aloud, this may elicit some discussion on familiar home sit-
uations. BH
D.V. Conduct of life; Consideration of others; Sex roles
Byars, Betsy C. The Golly Sisters Go West; illus. by Sue Truesdell. Harper, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-06-020884-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020883-X. 58p. Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed.
$8.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Byars applies her distinctive brand of quirky humor to two adventuresome women
R determined to dare the frontier with minimum experience. In the first story, they learn
1-3 the hard way how to make a horse move forward; in the second, they give their first
road show to an audience of two dogs; in the third, they get lost; in the fourth, try to
incorporate the horse into their act; in the fifth, make up after one of their constant
arguments; in the sixth, talk themselves out of a nighttime scare. The dialogue and
antics are convincingly like those of rivalrous young siblings anywhere on the block.
The story lines are cleverer than much easy-to-read fare, and the old-West setting adds
flair. The accompanying water colors, too, add a generous dollop of humor, especially
in the horse's expressions and the riotous postures of the two main characters. BH
C.U. The West (unit)
Carlson, Natalie Savage. Spooky and the Wizard's Bats; illus. by Andrew Glass. Lothrop, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-06281-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06280-6. 30p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Soft in line and color, crayon illustrations show the adventures of a black cat, once a
Ad witch's familiar, now the adventurous resident in the Bascomb home. Plagued by attack-
K-2 ing bats when he goes out at night, Spooky manages to get the wizard's magic wand,
which directs the bats, and brings the twisted piece of wood home; the wand is put atop
a pile of firewood, is burned, and causes crackling and hissing. The "Bascomb father"
exclaims "What in the world is in those logs?" "Perhaps they are bewitched," said the
"Bascomb boy." This has the perennial appeal of animals and action, and is adequately
told but not in Carlson's best style. Some of the background details (stalactites and
stalagmites in the wizard's cave) seem extraneous, and the occasional use of slightly cute
phrases ("Then he would go pussyfoot, pussyfoot to the bed of begonias," or "Then he
raced quickety-paw to the little door....") weakens the writing style of the latest
"Spooky" story. ZS
Cazet, Denys. December 24; written and illus. by Denys Cazet. Bradbury, 1986. ISBN
0-02-717950-8. 28p. $12.95.
Bright (at times crowded) paintings of a slightly frenetic rabbit family have an ebul-
lient quality that should add to the appeals of the holiday setting and the animal char-
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R acters. It's the day before Christmas, and Emily and Louie arrive at their grandparents'
K-2 home to give Grandpa a special present. Grandpa puts on a great production, hopping
in and out of costumes, pretending he doesn't know what day it is, causing a mess when
he persists in coming down the chimney. Finally, his grandchildren set him straight
(always pleasant to instruct an adult) and give him their gift with a reminder of what day
it is. A nice variant for the Christmas season, this light-hearted story has a brisk pace,
an appropriately simple writing style, and a felicitous relationship between story and
pictures. ZS
C.U. Christmas.
Clapp, Patricia. The Tamarack Tree: A Nove: of the Siege of Vicksburg. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN
0-688-02852-7. 214p. $10.25.
A dependably good writer of historical fiction, Clapp has, in this story of the Civil
R War, used a device that gives both immediacy and a measure of objectivity. Her protag-
7-9 onist is an English girl, Rosemary, who joins her brother in Vicksburg in 1859, when she
is fourteen. There is a romantic element, but this is primarily a record of the long siege
of the city and it gives, through its British narrator, a good perspective of the tragic
division and of the conflicting viewpoints of North and South. The pace of the novel
occasionally slows, but the overall tempo is maintained, and the writing style has good
structure. ZS
C.U. History
Cohen, Miriam. Robert and Dawn Marie 4ever. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021397-3;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021396-5. 149p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
Sweet without being sugary, this first-person story is told by fourteen-year-old
R Robert, a boy rejected by his delinquent mother, taken in by an elderly couple (Walter
6-8 and Margaret Mary), and totally smitten by Dawn Marie. Walter and Margaret Mary
are just a little too good to be true, eccentric and loving, generous and patient, just the
guardians Robert needs after years of foster homes and maternal neglect. Dawn Marie's
rigid and overprotective mother disapproves of Robert, which makes it even more
miraculous (to him) that gentle, pretty Dawn Marie responds to his affection. Cohen
skirts sentimentality, but avoids it; the writing style has vitality and flow, and the inno-
cent rapture of a first love is made poignant and credible because it is seen from
Robert's viewpoint. Structurally, the book is adequate if predictable in its development,
but the emphasis here is on relationships, especially on different kinds of love, rather
than on plot. ZS
D.V. Older-younger generations
Coldrey, Jennifer, ed. Hide and Seek; ed. by Jennifer Coldrey and Karen Goldie-Morrison.
Putnam, 1986. ISBN 0-399-21342-2. 31p. illus. with photographs. $10.95.
By using many examples, by illustrating them with excellent full-color photographs,
R and by giving the examples and grouping them by setting (bark, snow, grass, sand, etc.),
2-4 the editors give a highly instructive lesson on protective coloration, imitative shape, and
other forms of wildlife camouflage. The text is limited to a few descriptive or explana-
tory sentences, with an occasional question like, "Can you spot the insect among these
green leaves? What gives it away?" More facts, in several pages of solid, smaller print,
are provided at the back of the book. ZS
C.U. Science
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Cole, Joanna. Doctor Change; illus. by Donald Carrick. Morrow, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-06136-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06135-4. 29p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed.
$11.75.
A shape-changing tale follows the fortunes of clever young Tom, who hires himself
R out to a "doctor," discovers the old man's secret book of wizardry, and finds himself
K-2 imprisoned till he learns how to turn into water and trickle under the locked front door.
There follows a battle of wits in which Tom enlists a girl, Kate, whom he's helped, and
the two fool Dr. Change out of a fortune. The story draws on some reliable old motifs
but has a distinctive character of its own, defined partly by clean writing and partly by
Carrick's expressive watercolors, in which Dr. Change is developed as an eccentrically
evil figure, Tom the soul of jaunty youth, and Kate a good-hearted companion. The
turn-of-the-century, small-town and rural scenes have a full-crafted quality of composi-
tion and coloration that is satisfyingly traditional. This would be fun to use with
Brinton Turkle's Do Not Open, another suspenseful picture book in which the villain
changes shape once too often. BH
D.V. Ingenuity
Cooper, Susan, ad. The Selkie Girl; illus. by Warwick Hutton. Margaret K. McElderry, 1986.
ISBN 0-689-50390-3. 30p. $12.95.
The selkie legend has many variants around the Irish and Scottish coastal regions.
R Cooper's retelling, and Gerstein's The Seal Mother (reviewed below), both personalize
K-2 this animal-bride tale and, to some extent, temper its essential sadness. Cooper's is the
less childlike, both in the writing style and in the tone of watercolor paintings that
illustrate it. The text relates the story of Donallan, a lonely fisherman who falls in love
with a beautiful seal maiden and, on the advice of an old island man, catches her by
stealing her seal skin so she cannot return to sea. They have five children, and one day
the youngest discovers the skin, releasing his mother to slip away into the waves after a
tender goodbye and a promise to return each year "on the seventh day of the highest
tides of spring." The prose is rhythmic, the pictures cool and blue-hued, with loose
shapes and pages bled to give a sense of boundlessness. The selkie appears naked with
her sisters in the first spread, but discreetly so, all the better to contrast with her primly
confined form as she stares longingly to sea with her first child. The seascapes and shore
scenes are light-filled, vintage Hutton. BH
Dautrich, Jack. Big City Detective; written by Jack Dautrich and Vivian Huff; illus. with photo-
graphs by Vivian Huff. Lodestar, 1986. ISBN 0-525-67183-8. $13.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
A combination of minor flaws (stiff writing style, erratic quality of organization of
Ad material, and occasional carelessness) weakens a book that has intrinsic appeal because
6-9 of the dramatic nature of its subject. The authors devote most of the text to descriptions
of varied kinds of cases (rape, arson, homicide, theft, etc.) that were actually investi-
gated successfully by the Philadelphia police department, in which Dautrich is a detec-
tive. Other subjects discussed are training and qualifications for detective work, the role
of the detective within the police force, and the role of the detective in the judicial sys-
tem, particularly in preparing and giving testimony. The glossary is uneven in quality,
some definitions being clear and others (forensic science is defined as "the use of the
science pertaining to the law") less than clear. ZS
Delton, Judy. My Grandma's in a Nursing Home, written by Judy Delton and Dorothy Tucker;
illus. by Charles Robinson. Whitman, 1986. ISBN 0-8075-5333-6. 27 p. $10.25.
A livelier-than-usual "problem picturebook" recounts young Jason's acceptance of
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R his grandmother's resettlement in a nursing home because of her need for special care as
K-2 a result of Alzheimer's disease. Jason's first visit is a disaster: he is met at the door by a
woman who offers him eggs that don't exist, his grandmother calls him by his father's
name, and an old man's false teeth lying in a dish give him the creeps. But during subse-
quent visits, he grows accustomed to the quirks of the old persons, enjoys a birthday
party with them, and looks forward to playing checkers with the toothless old man. What
distinguishes this book from others along the same vein is the gentle humor that per-
vades it from the first page, where the family's discomfort is openly acknowledged in
their dismay at the institution's name of Meadowbrook ("Mom says it sounds like a
cemetery. Dad says it sound like a golf club. My grandma says, 'I want to go home").
The main character's experiences benefit from storytelling techniques that render them
fresher than the usual documentary treatment. BH
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Duder, Tessa. Jellybean. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-81235-8. 112p. $9.95.
Geraldine, nicknamed Jellybean, lives with her mother and her mother's cello, very
R often in conflict with the latter. Concerts, rehearsals, and trio work crowd out their
5-8 time together and often leave Geraldine in the company of various babysitters. The
story begins one night when the sitter fails to show up and Geraldine must accompany
their mother to a restaurant where she is scheduled to perform. There appears a stranger
who sits at Geraldine's table, seems to know her already, and shows up again at an
orchestra rehearsal. Geraldine first suspects he is her father, but it turns out he is an old
friend of her mother's, come to renew their courtship and his own musical career. In the
meantime, he wrests from Geraldine her secret ambition to be a conductor and proves
to be the friend she needs so desperately to relieve her loneliness. The writing here is
beautifully crafted ("the harpist is already in her seat, dropping icicles of sound into the
silence"), the characters closely portrayed, the scenes intensely played. Particularly
vivid are the passages of Geraldine experiencing certain pieces of music, as in the section
where she listens to the Nutcracker Suite from her hiding place in a corner of the
orchestra pit. Although the setting is Auckland, New Zealand, the novel has immediate
appeal by virtue of its depth and development. BH
D.V. Mother-dauther relations; Occupational orientation; Self-expression
Fyleman, Rose. A Fairy Went A-Marketing; illus. by Jamichael Henterly. Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-44258-8. 24p. $10.95.
Fyleman's 1918 verses get a fitting accompaniment here with lilting illustrations full
Ad of detail that sometimes borders on the surreal. Four times the fairy goes a-marketing,
3-5 to buy a fish, a bird, a gown, and a mouse. Each of the creatures she enjoys for a bit and
yrs. then sets free; the gossamer gown she dances in for a day and then gives to a little frog
"to keep him warm at night." The pictures retain something of the old-fashioned magic
of fairies and flowers but sometimes become precious, despite precise, vivid drafting of
flora and fauna. Inherent in this miniature narrative poem is the idea that wild things-
including flights of fancy-should not be shut in, a theme children will sympathize with
and benefit from while dwelling on the idealized depiction of woodsy scenes. BH
Gallant, Roy A. Private Lives of Stars. Macmillan, 1986. ISBN 0-02-737350-9. $12.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
The amount of material covered here is impressive, from scientific explanations of the
Ad Big Bang theory to detailed descriptions of different kinds of stars, their origin, devel-
5-8 opment, and eventual demise. The style is somewhat uneven. At his best Gallant is
straighforward and lucid, as in his very good sections on dwarf and neutron stars, but
sometimes he digresses into wordy historical background, analogies, or comments, and
[47
these obscure his points. One does sense, however, that such peregrinations stem from
his enthusiasm, which happily he manages to communicate to the reader. An extensive
glossary buttresses the information in the text, to be illustrated with photographs and
drawings. BH
Gehrts, Barbara. Don't Say a Word; tr. from the German by Elizabeth D. Crawford. Margaret
K. McElderry, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50412-8. Reviewed from galleys. $11.95.
A moving novel based on the author's childhood in Nazi Germany, this begins in
R 1940, when Anna's family is still together and relatively safe in the outskirts of Berlin,
7-10 her home and school life intact despite some deprivations. By the end of the book, her
best friend has committed suicide (along with the entire family) to avoid their inevitable
fate as Jews, her first love has been killed on the Russian front, her brother is dead from
an infection contracted during military training, her high-ranking Luftwaffe father has
been shot for treason, her home is a bombed-out ruin, her mother a prematurely aged
woman. The strength of this first-person narrative is its build-up of tension toward each
of these events. Through the convincing authenticity of character dynamics and every-
day details, readers experience the disintegrating effects of war and tyranny on normal
life. The perspective of a privileged German household, shattered nonetheless by
Hitler's regime, gives insight into the ubiquitous suffering of children throughout
Europe, no matter what their nationality or position. Add a memorable story, readably
translated, to the growing canon of fine literature on this period. BH
C.U. History-World War II, 1939-1945
Gerstein, Mordicai, ad. The SealMother; ad. and illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Dial, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-8037-0303-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0302-3. 32p. Library ed. $10.89; Trade
ed. $10.95.
Gerstein's selkie tale is a visual and textual contrast to Cooper and Hutton's
R (reviewed above). In this version, an old man tells the story of the fisherman who falls in
K-2 love with a selkie, steals her skin, marries her, and has one son, Andrew. After the seven
years she has promised bondage, she begs to return to the sea, but the fisherman has
hidden her skin, and only when Andrew finds it can she regain her seal form. When she
does, she takes Andrew on an underwater journey to meet his seal family and visits him
on land whenever he sings for her. The ending entails a Midsummer's Eve celebration of
humans and seals together. The watercolor paintings here are dominated by a deeper
blue than Hutton's, with less statuesque, almost dancing shapes within square-framed
compositions. The story is more simply phrased and reassuring in its conclusion. Both
versions work well when read aloud to children. Cooper's has somewhat more dignity
and Gerstein's more animation. BH
Giblin, James Cross. Milk: The Fight for Purity. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04574-3;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04572-7. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
A thorough, competent history of public health hazards connected with milk con-
R sumption describes the most common disease-causing bacteria and the surprisingly
5-7 long-drawn battle to require pasteurization. Although the writing is smooth, it lacks the
spark of Giblin's earlier books on chimney sweeps, scarecrows, and Santa Claus, per-
haps because the topic is not as light. Still, the facts are well-organized and integrated
into historical (and medical) context Readers will find the book useful for research if
not alluring to browse through. With black-and-white photographs, prints, and a solid
bibliography. BH
C.U. Nutrition (unit)
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Glassman, Bruce. The Crash of '29 and the New Deal. Silver Burdett, 1986. Trade ed. ISBN
0-382-06831-9; Paper ed. ISBN 0-382-06978-1. 62p. (Turning Points in American
History) Trade ed. $13.96; Paper ed. $5.95.
This pithy introduction to the causes and effects of the Great Depression gives a sur-
R prising amount of perspective within its limited confines. The Wall Street panic of
5-7 October 24, 1929, is vividly detailed, along with a solid explanation of the financial
speculation and tenuous economic situation that led to the collapse. A background on
contemporary federal policies and political philosophies clarifies some of Hoover's
action (and nonaction) and underscores the radical innovation of Roosevelt's reform
programs. A first-rate first look at a complex decade, illustrated with large, well-
selected black-and-white photographs. BH
C.U. History-U.S.
Goor, Ron. Pompeii: Exploring a Roman Ghost Town; written and illus. with photographs by
Ron and Nancy Goor. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04516-6; Trade ed. ISBN
0-690-04515-8. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
A kaleidoscopic treatment of life in ancient Pompeii pieces together descriptions
R based on graffiti, buildings, and artifacts excavated from the volcanic deposits that cov-
4-8 ered the Roman city in 79 A.D. An account of the discovery of the site introduces its sit-
uation as a busy Mediterannean port, its architecture, business, religions, lifestyles, and
education. The style is occasionally choppy and encyclopedic in tone, but specifics such
as recipes and receipts offer a tantalizing glimpse of ancient history. To be illustrated
with black-and-white photographs, maps, and drawings. BH
C.U. History-Ancient
Greenberg, Jan. Exercises of the Heart. Farrar, 1986. ISBN 0-374-32237-6. 153p. $11.95.
Two fifteen-year-old friends have problems with their mothers: beautiful, wealthy
Glo Stern does not admit that her mother is an alcoholic but has the "nervous
R stomach" to prove it; the narrator, middle-class Roxie Baskowitz, cannot contain her
7-10 impatience with her mother's inability to speak and move fluently, the result of a stroke
that haunts Roxie with guilt every time she remembers it. There are other parallels
between the girls: Roxie's father died young of a heart attack; Glo's father, absent in a
different way, is a snob who will not unbend to help his family. Each girl has a sister
who is equally unhelpful. Roxie's problems are so much more obvious that she looks to
Glo for support until the night Glo betrays her bluecollar boyfriend in a drunk-driving
incident. Then Roxie discovers she has the same inner strength that she finally recog-
nizes sustains her mother, and finds a boyfriend with the same quality. Greenberg writes
with a fine-tuned eye for family dynamics, teenage boy-girl awkwardness, and the
intimate details of social class prejudice. There are a few trivial slips: at one point Roxie
seems to run out of the house without getting dressed first, for instance, and the devel-
opment of a party scene seems truncated. But on the whole, the author has caught
adolescent conflicts on the cusp of a crisis without underdeveloping or overdramatizing.
BH
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Mother-daughter relations
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Water of Life; ad. by Barbara Rogasky; illus. by Trina Schart
Hyman. Holiday House, 1986. ISBN 0-8234-0552-4. 39p. $14.95.
One of the Grimm's more somber stories gets dark treatment in Hyman's accom-
R panying paintings, with medieval trappings and Christian symbols woven thematically
K-3 through the book as graphic motifs. The tale is one of betrayal, as three sons search for
the water of life to cure their father, and the older two, motivated only by greed and
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ambition, deceive and plot against the youngest. Rogasky has made a few adaptations
in the long text, which is close to Ralph Manheim's translation. Hyman's portraiture of
the characters casts a personal light on the archetypes with chilling effect, heightening,
at the same time, the strange details of the story, as in the realistic depiction of a dining
hall filled with enchanted kprinces (including a Christ figure). The princess whose mar-
riage to the hero creates a happy ending seems more enchantress than stock heroine and
quite secondary to the male conflicts at the heart of the tale. This is strong stuff, with
brooding colors, austere gray frames, and a slightly spooky convergence of real, reli-
gious, and superstitious worlds. BH
D.V. Integrity
Haas, Dorothy. The Secret Life of Dilly McBean. Bradbury, 1986. ISBN 0-02-738200-1. 202p.
$12.95.
"Dilly McBean was being raised by a bank. And Dilly McBean was magnetic." Thus
R Haas bravely sets out with the two most preposterous tenets of the book and then makes
5-7 a pretty convincing case for both of them. The Commercial Chemical & Corn Trust &
Savings Bank has done a credible job of educating Dilly since he was orphaned at an
early age, but nobody has paid enough personal attention to him to realize his extra-
ordinary gift of magnetism; except for the odd occasion when he's forgotten to control
his powers, he has kept the promise of secrecy he made as a tiny tot to his father. Now,
suddenly, two scientists have shown up, one situating him in a friendly little town far
from his old boarding school, and the other suggesting that she help him explore what
he can do beyond picking up paper clips with his bare fingers. Dilly also picks up a dog
and some good friends for the first time-in fact, in the nick of time to thwart his being
kidnapped by a mad scientist determined to computerize the future. This has all the ele-
ments of a James Bond spoof, but the characterization is sound, the style often amus-
ing, the fantasy details and plot twists carefully worked out, the ending open yet satis-
fying. In sum, an inventive popular pick. BH
D.V. Meeting difficult situations
Harris, Joel Chandler. Jump! The Adventures of Brer Rabbit; ad. by Van Dyke Parks and
Malcolm Jones; illus. by Barry Moser. Harcourt, 1986. ISBN 0-15-241350-2. 40p.
$14.95.
The southern composer for a musical album and theatrical production based on Brer
R Rabbit stories has teamed up with a writer to select and adopt five tales strongly illus-
3-5 trated with watercolor paintings. Avoiding the usual tar-baby variant, the authors
picked "The Comeuppance of Brer Wolf," "Brer Fox Goes Hunting but Brer Rabbit
Bags the Game," "Brer Rabbit Finds his Match" (in Brer Terrapin), "Brer Rabbit
Grossly Deceives Brer Fox" (by riding him like a horse), and "The Moon in the Mill-
pond." They're all readable (and tellable as well) with texts moderately colloquial on
the humorous side without straining ears unfamiliar with the dialect. The portrayals of
these folk characters never get cutesy, either in words or graphics. The expression on
Brer Fox is truly shady; on Brer Wolf, downright spooky. Brer Rabbit is a genuine,
cigar-chewing rascal. While Joel Chandler Harris' role in publishing the Brer Rabbit
stories has long been controversial, several satisfying adaptations have come out,
including William Faulkner's collection, The Days When the Animals Talked, Virginia
Hamilton's The People Could Fly, and Priscilla Jaquith's picture book, Bo Rabbit
Smart for True. There's little overlap in the stories, and the format here bridges a
younger listening and older reading audience. BH
D.V. Ingenuity
C.U. Storytelling
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Hayes, Sarah. Happy Christmas Gemma; illus. by Jan Ormerod. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN
0-688-06508-2. 27p. $13.00.
Ormerod's paintings (realistic in detail, spacious, bright, and soft in palette) add
R humor and vitality to a simply written text in which the speaker is a small black child in
2-5 a three generation family. Gemma, his little sister, is celebrating her first Christmas,
yrs. chiefly by enjoyable messiness and minor destruction. It is the narrator's bland account
of events that, in contrast to the depredations of Gemma, give the story humor. First
published in Great Britain, this story of a middle-class Jamaican family should have a
universal holiday appeal. ZS
C.U. Christmas
Heuck, Sigrid. Who Stole the Apples?, written and illus. by Sigrid Heuck. Knopf, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-394-98371-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-88371-3. 27p. Library ed. $9.99; Trade
ed. $8.95.
A rebus picture book, first published in Germany in 1977, this has spacious pages on
Ad which a rebus adventure story is told through large print text and bright, stylized paint-
3-5 ings. It's the story of a horse who, finding that a tree has been stripped of its fruit, goes
yrs. off to find the thief or thieves, gathering companions as he goes. The mission is suc-
cessful in achieving its goal of finding the apples. It is less convincing as a narrative,
even within a fantasy framework. The rebus device is used well most of the time, but the
book is weakened by the occasional lapse from the one picture/one word pattern (such
as one picture standing for two words), and by the occasional lapse in scale: for
example, the ship is bigger than the ocean. ZS
Howard, Ellen. Gillyflower. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31274-1. 106p. $11.95.
With her parents' marriage under stress from her father's jobless depression and her
R mother's evening shift at the hospital, Gilly suffers an unbearable load of responsibility
6-10 for her beloved younger sister, Honey, and guilt over her father's insistent sexual moles-
tation. Isolated in a protective fantasy world, she finally makes contact with a healthy
family that moves next door and confesses her situation to her mother, mostly out of
fear for her little sister. This is a highly concentrated novel, with characters clearly
delineated within the limitations of the problem and with scenes that communicate
Gilly's relentless burden. Her relationship with schoolmate Mary Rose is handled deli-
cately, as the troubled new friendship evolves in fits and starts according to Gilly's home
situation. Relevant without becoming a case study, Gilly's story is developed sensitively
and crafted capably. BH
D.V. Family relations; Friendship values
Howe, James. Eat Your Poison, Dear. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31206-7. 137p. (A Sebastion
Barth Mystery) $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Half mystery, half spoof, this will have readers hanging in for the ending despite a
Ad slightly overextended plot. In this third Sebastion Barth adventure, our hero deter-
5-7 mines that an eighth-grade epidemic of stomach flu is actually deliberate food poison-
ing. There are some obvious suspects in the cafeteria staff and in the class, and one of
them even confesses to the crime until Sebastion puts clue and clue together and comes
up with the real villain. A side plot involving Sebastion's radio show seems weakly
incorporated, and there's a slew of farcical elements, from the kitchen manager's name,
Miss Swille, to her imaginative menu, which includes apple lasagna. The funny side is
the most successful; several sections resonate with cafeteria humor that will make this a
natural choice for popular reading. The serious side, of two troubled student outsiders
who serve more as plot functionaries than well-developed characters, nevertheless gives
some weight to the search for who done it. BH
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Jones, Toeckey. Skindeep. Charlotte Zolotow/Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023052-5;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023051-7. 250p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
The ancient theme of star-crossed lovers is here played out in contemporary South
R Africa. Eighteen-year-old Rhonda (white, privileged) meets Dave, who reminds her of
9-12 her idol James Dean except that his head is shaved; he won't explain why. Jones gives
hints to the reader that Dave is, in the South African use of the term, Colored, but
Rhonda doesn't guess this until, while on a romantic getaway to Capetown, they run
into Dave's mother, who is a crippled beggar, clearly Colored. The affair ends abruptly
and bitterly, as Rhonda faces her own racism, her revulsion at having made love with a
Colored, and the fact that she and Dave will never see each other again. The plot has
elements of contrivance that at times move the story from drama to melodrama, and the
dialogue is intermittently banal, but the author's depiction of Rhonda is very real. She
moves from dissatisfaction with her life in South Africa to a decision to remain in the
country and fight apartheid. Teens will forgive, and possibly enjoy, any cliches in plot
or purple writing of the love scenes. They may also gain insight into the impact racism
has on the most private details of South African life. The strength of the book is in the
candor with which it explores a personal tragedy of apartheid. ZS
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Kaye, Marilyn. Max on Fire. Pocket, 1986. ISBN 0-671-60267-5. 147 p. (Out of this World).
Paper ed. $2.75.
Extraterrestrial Max goes to high school in this third volume of an amusing series.
Ad Unaccustomed to the peculiarities of teenaged girls and painfully literal-minded, Max
8-10 (ignorantly, blissfully) causes trouble by reciting "Mary Had a Little Lamb" in English
class, questioning the necessity of the American Revolution, and inadvertently dyeing
her hair green. Despite some heavy-handed moralizing on the need to accept people's
differences (there's a cheap parallel drawn between Max and a Vietnamese refugee),
Kaye scores some wicked points off the high school sorority scene, particularly in her
depiction of the cruel, crafty, but ultimately vacuous man-eater, Desiree Dupont. RS
D.V. Tolerance
Kellogg, Steven, Ad. Pecos Bill ad. and illus. by Steven Kellogg. Morrow, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-05872-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05861-X. 39p. Library ed. $12.88; Trade
ed. $13.00.
Like Kellogg's Paul Bunyan, this combines visual farce with verbal exaggeration to
R provide a graphic rendition of an American tall tale. Adapted here into one simple story
K-2 line are episodes of Bill's adoption by coyotes, his taming of a giant rattlesnake and a
critter "that was part grizzly, part puma, part gorilla, and part tarantula," his transfor-
mation of the Hells Gulch Gang into Texas ranch hands, capture of the wonder horse
Lightning, development of short-legged steers for steep slopes, and courtship of Slew-
foot Sue. Although there's a lot going on in these pictures, they're not cluttered; both
the gradations of color and the page design smooth the lines of continuous action and
tumult of humorous detail. Kellogg's portrayal of Pecos Bill as a perpetual boy will
appeal to children. The retelling is a smooth adaptation for introducing young listeners to
longer versions or to accompany storytelling sessions centered around tall-tale heroes. BH
C.U. The West (unit)
Khalsa, Dayal Kaur. Tales of a Gambling Grandma" written and illus. by Dayal Kaur Khalsa.
Potter/Crown, 1986. ISBN 0-517-56137-9. 32p. $10.95.
Her grandmother, the narrator reports, escaped the Cossacks and came to America
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R when she was three, "hidden in a hay cart all the way across the wide, slate-green
K-3 Atlantic Ocean. At least, that's how she told the story to me." That's the signal for the
audience for this picture book to understand how Grandma airily stretches the truth.
Grandma is indeed a gambler (she'd been trained by a card shark and was not above
marking the deck) and while some adults may feel dubious about presenting such an
image, most young children will respond positively to Grandma's inventive mood, to
her love for her grandchild, and to the fun they had together. The writing is direct and
simple, the paintings effectively composed. ZS
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Kipling, Rudyard. The Sing-Song of Old Man Kangaroo; illus. by Michael C. Taylor. Bedrick/
Harper, 1986. ISBN 0-87226-073-9. 26p. (A Just So Story) $8.95.
This rhythmic tale of how the kangaroo acquired long hind legs and a habit of
R hopping is well-illustrated with finely graded, open landscapes of Australia. The Kanga-
K-2 roo proudly dances up to Little God Nqa, Middle God Nquing, and Big God Ngong
with the insistent request that he be made different from all the other animals-and
much sought after-by five o'clock that afternoon. After a long chase by Yellow-Dog
Dingo, he gets his wish, though not quite the way he expected. This is one of Kipling's
lesser known Just-So stories and a good readaloud, with an amusing tone and none of
the racist overtones of its companion volume in the series, "How the Leopard got His
Spots" (" Oh, plain black's best for a nigger,'" says the Ethiopian in the latter story).
The brevity, humor, and cadence of "Kangaroo," along with the low-key but distinc-
tive art, make this a good picture-book edition. BH
C.U. Reading aloud
Korman, Gordon. Son of Interflux. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-40163-7. 274p. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Simon Irving, the son of loving parents, has adjusted to the peripatetic life led by the
M family because Dad is an officer in Interflux, the world's biggest corporation and a
6-9 manufacturer of what is portrayed as trivial parts: little things that hold other things
together (the whip and the handle of a buggy whip, for example). Just beginning to
enjoy his classes and his new friends at Nassau County High School for the Visual,
Literary, and Performing Arts, Simon is perturbed when he learns that Interflux is
going to build on vacant land adjacent to the school. He secretly buys the land with stu-
dent council money, and "Antiflux" mounts a campaign against his father's company.
The details of this campaign are wholly unconvincing but often amusing. Simon's
romance and his art studies give some contrast and are a bit more credible, although
every adult is pictured as bizarre, stupid, or both. At times comic, this is overwritten
and superficial. ZS
Lasky, Kathryn. Pageant. Four Winds, 1986. ISBN 0-02-751720-9. $12.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
In this complex portrayal of an upper-middle class, Indianapolis family, Lasky has
R returned to the sure voice she found in The Night Journey. Simply but cleverly con-
8-12 structed around four years of the Jewish protagonist's experience in a conservative,
waspish, private high school, the novel begins each of its sections with a scene from
rehearsals for an annual Christmas pageant that Sarah Benjamin sees from her view as a
principal-appointed "shepherd" slumbering with a few other dark-haired renegades
like herself. Tumbling out of these increasingly ridiculous situations are school
parodies, successfully constructed and extended jokes, mini- and maxi-crises, rich dia-
logues, and the drama of a loving nuclear family subjected to the pressures of the
sixties, along with the more perennial stress of growing up and/or older. Only the
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ending, despite its evocation of the immediacy with which most Americans felt
Kennedy's assassination, betrays some impatience on the author's part, as she com-
presses her heroine's resolution and telescopes her future. The balance of the book is
toward wit, vivid development, and characterization equally piercing of adolescents and
adults. Because she has preferred the particular to the general-even unto the frustra-
tion of explaining one's father's work to a blind date if one's father is a proctologist-
Lasky has given us a clear sighting on the New Frontier decade. BH
D.V. Individuality, expressing
L'Engle, Madeleine. Many Waters. Farrar, 1986. ISBN 0-374-34796-4. 310p. $12.95.
In a fourth book in the fantasy series that began with A Wrinkle in Time and con-
Ad tinued with A Wind in the Door and A Swiftly Tilting Planet, the adolescent twin sons
6-9 of the Murray family, Sandy and Dennys, have an adventure in time and space. Like
some of its predecessors, this is a mixture of inventive but heavily embroidered plot,
strong characters and dialogue, competent writing style, and a mystical element that
fails to fuse with the fantasy and thereby weakens the book. Tampering with a com-
puter of their scientist father's, the twins are precipitated into a desert community in
what proves to be the preflood period. Will they survive? How will they survive and
return to their own time? How will the girl they both have come to love, Yalith, for-
bidden by the Lord to board the ark, be saved? In the end, there is a bit of contrivance,
with the seraphim lending a helping hand. ZS
Markham, Marion M. The Thanksgiving Day Parade Mystery; illus. by Diane Cassidy. Houghton,
1986. ISBN 0-395-41855-0. 43p. $10.95.
Both the bank president in the small town of Springvale, and the members of a
M juvenile marching band are missing when participants in the annual parade assemble.
2-3 Twins Mickey and Kate follow clues and use their deductive powers to trace and solve a
problem in which the adults play a minor role. This has action, but not very much
mystery, its rather limp conclusion being both contrived and pat. The style is adequate,
although not impressive; the structure and development of plot are weak. ZS
Marrin, Albert. The Yanks Are Coming: The United States in the First World War. Atheneum,
1986. ISBN 0-689-31209-1. $14.95. Reviewed from galleys.
With the same dramatic flair he has brought to his other military histories, Marrin
Ad describes the role of U.S. troops in World War I, beginning with a gripping description
7-12 of the Lusitania's sinking, backing up for the political background behind America's
entry into the war, and proceeding through principal land and air battles. Briefly pre-
sented, leaders such as George Marshall, Eddie Rickenbacker, and Black Jack Pershing
make vivid though somewhat idolized impressions. The trench warfare itself, in all its
filth and misery, is recounted in details that make it clear how much every country lost,
even the winners. Although Marrin's style sometimes dips into a tone of bravado and
glorification, it is readable, and the information well documented. A list of "Some
More Books" gives a helpful selection of the myriad adult books that treat various
aspects of the war. BH
C.U. History-U.S.
Menotti, Gian Carlo. Amahl and the Night Visitors; illus. by Michele Lemieux. Morrow, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05427-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05426-9. 60p. Library ed.
$14.88; Trade ed. $15.00.
Since Roger Duvoisin's A mahl is out of print and none others are listed, this will be a
sure pick for any library with young patrons likely to hear the opera. In many ways it is
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R a lavish edition, with sweeping, dramatic illustrations in oversize format and a longish but
K-3 rhythmic text. Some of the pictures, which are dominated by reddish brown, have rich
tension and composition, as in the one of Amahl's mother contemplating theft, or in the
portrait of Melchior describing the Christ child. Others stay smoothly on the surface or
stray toward cliche, or, in the unfortunate case of the three kings' appearance at Amahl's
doorway, fall into the gutter. Still, there is a great deal to look at, and the story, popular
since the opera's 1951 debut, has sentimental appeal, humor, and some commanding
moments. BH
C.U. Christmas
Meyer, Carolyn. Voices of South Africa: Growing Up in a Troubled Land. Gulliver/Harcourt,
1986. ISBN 0-15-200637-0. $14.95. Reviewed from galleys.
As the author acknowledges in her prologue, this does not provide systematic back-
Ad ground on South Africa, but an impressionistic account of interviews conducted during a
7-10 five-week visit to that country. These include a few Black, "Coloured," Asian, and
Afrikaner young people as well as older ones, though getting access to them was clearly
only a first frustrating step in getting them to open up on controversial-i.e. political-
subjects. The value of the book is in the cross-section of viewpoints represented; the dis-
advantage is in the superficiality of the encounters and in the patchwork effect of so many
subjects met so briefly. Along with the focus on individuals comes some brief background
on the land and its history in travelogue style and a taste of a journalist's personal reac-
tions to the injustices she perceives in the society and to the perpetrators of apartheid, who
in turn resent her questions as further proof of the world's hostile intrusion into their busi-
ness. Despite the sometimes disorganized tenor of the book, it will give its readers insight
into the South African crisis, will supplement more straightforward information, and will
complement other journalistic and fictional presentations on the adult market. BH
C.U. History-Modern
D.V. International understanding
Okimoto, Jean Davies. Jason's Women. Atlantic, 1986. ISBN 0-87113-061-0. 210p. $13.95.
Sixteen-year-old Jason Kovak is lonely and inarticulate; both conditions foster an active
Ad fantasy life that finally flames into action when he answers two ads in the newspaper, one
7-10 for a job as a "consultant," who must state his philosophy of life as part of the applica-
tion, and the other for a date with a "dark-eyed beauty, classy and sharp." The date
backfires, but the position as a handyman for aged, wealthy Bertha Jane Fillmore and the
Vietnamese teenager she sponsors brings Jason the affection and respect he so desperately
needs. His parents are caricatures of a divorced couple too self-absorbed in their rebound
relationships to pay any attention to their son; but the dynamics among the old woman,
who dies of cancer at the end, her ward Thao Mguyen, and the protagonist are real and
touching. Moreover, many of the lines and scenes offer comic relief to the serious theme
of a disintegrated family. There are too many elements to blend here, including a robbery
of the fast-food restaurant where Jason first works, his parents' and friends' situations,
Thao's tragic background, and Bertha Jane's sermons. However, the humor of style and
strength of several characters act as adhesive for the plot. BH
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Family relations; Self-confidence
Paterson, John. Consider the Lilies& Plants of the Bible; written by John and Katherine Paterson;
illus. by Anne Ophelia Dowden. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04463-1; Trade
ed. ISBN 0-690-04461-5. 84p. Library ed. $13.89; Trade ed. $13.95.
The Patersons have selected verses from various translations of the Bible, with a few
adaptations of their own, centering on plants important for symbolic, cultural, or material
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Ad reasons: the lily, the laurel, and the lentil represent a cross-section. Dowden's botanical
4-8 drawing is, as usual, meticulously detailed and colored. The problem here is a format that
sometimes causes organizational confusion. The layout follows a pattern of Bible
passage(s), plant picture, and information; but these pages are sometimes staggered rather
than sequential, as in the case of barley and corn poppies, a double-page informational
spread that falls in the middle of the story of Ruth. There is also an occasional confusion
in the factual references: anemones are illustrated on page 6 but not mentioned until page
74; laurel is illustrated beside a section that does not mention it; the first illustration is not
labeled at all; the date looks to be part of the fig foliage (p. 58), while the date palm is
shown in a later section (p. 90). Although these are quibbles, they may trip the untutored.
On the other hand, the quality of the art and intelligent explanations coupled with care-
fully selected examples from both Old and New Testaments will make the book prime
read-aloud material for family sharing, Sunday School classes, and religious reports. BH
C.U. Religious education
Pringle, Laurence. Here Come the Killer Bees. Morrow, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04631-2;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04630-4. 58p. illus. with photographs. Library ed. $11.88; Trade
ed. $11.75.
Despite the sensationalistic title, Pringle's account of the Africanized honeybees is care-
R ful, thorough, and sobering. Rather than dwelling on the bee attacks reported so hyster-
5-8 ically in the media, Pringle writes of the devastating effects the northern migration of the
bees will have on the bee and pollination industries. "Most people in the United States will
never encounter Africanized bees, but everyone may be stung by a scarcity of certain
foods and with higher prices for some bee-pollinating agricultural products." He discusses
the differences between the Africanized and gentler European honeybees, the debated
effects on the South American bee industry, and tracks the bees' migration, including
their recent inadvertent importation into California. (They were eradicated.) Well
reasoned and documented, this also includes a glossary, bibliography, and index, good
photographs, and a rather incongruous page, "For Your Safety." RS
Pryor, Bonnie. Grandpa Bear's Christmas; illus. by Bruce Degen. Morrow, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-06064-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06063-3. 32p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Four stories chronicle Christmas-time activities in the Bear family, with particular atten-
Ad tion to the relationship between middle child Samantha and her grandfather, who first
K-2 tells her a story (when nobody else has time to pay attention to her) about how he met
Santa Claus. In the next story they go for a walk, in the third they select the Christmas
tree, and in the fourth, Grandpa Bear substitutes for Santa in a Christmas Eve play.
Although the tone is certainly festive, the stories don't have much internal momentum,
and Degen's pictures are over-elaborate in trying to sustain the pace. Still, both the text
and illustrations have a traditional sentimental value that will appeal to some for family
sharing in a way Briiger's fresher picture book, reviewed above, may not. BH
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Grandfather-child relations
Richardson, Joy. What Happens When You Sleep? illus. by Coin and Moira Maclean. Gareth
Stevens, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 1-55532-111-9; Trade ed. ISBN 1-55532-136-4. 28p.
$9.95.
One of a new series intended to introduce young readers to basic processes of the
M human body, this gives some facts in a continuous text that is choppy and that occa-
2-3 sionally may raise more questions than it answers. For example, to say (in speaking of
brain activity) "When it is time for sleep, the messages stop being sent on," may confuse a
reader. Sent on by whom? How? This is a topic that fascinates many children, but at the
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primary level it takes a skilled science writer (and several have written on the subject) to
know what to omit and how to express what is included. There are eight entries in the
index; there are some excellent titles listed in the bibliography, "More Books About
Sleeping." ZS
Roche, P. K. At Christmas Be Merry; comp. and illus. by P. K. Roche. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-80421-5. 30p. $10.95.
Younger than the usual Christmas collection of verses, these nursery rhymes are
Ad accompanied by pictures of toys and animals preparing for and enjoying the holiday.
2-5 There are cozy scenes of decorating, baking, shopping, and family celebration which
yrs. avoid a cloying effect in pen-and-ink detail dubbed with cheerful colors. There's nothing
particularly original here, but the sprightly idealization of a toy world honors tradition
and will invite absorbed inspection, along with chanting, by children in day care centers,
nursery schools, and home situations. In addition to "Jingle Bells," "Little Jack
Horner," and other favorites are some lesser known songs and poems, either original or
unsigned. BH
C.U. Christmas
Ross, Anne. Druids, Gods & Heroes; illus. by Roger Garland and John Sibbick. Schocken, 1986.
ISBN 0-8052-4014-4. 132p. (World Mythology Series) $16.95.
A readable blend of stories and descriptions of Celtic culture, this suffers from a some-
Ad times formidably oversize format of four long columns of text on those double-page
5-8 spreads that don't have illustrations. The latter are uneven, the black-and-white pen draw-
ings generally better drafted than the slightly garish full-color spreads. The pronunciation
guide, too, is inadequate; nevertheless, this is a storehouse of information, with legend
cycles of Chu Chulainn, Fionn mac Cumhall, the Mabinogian, King Arthur, and others.
An explanation of Celtic symbols, a citation of main sources, and an index are appended.
Students reporting on folklore and mythology will find a great deal packed in here, with
useful explanations of historical background, as in the derivation of jack-o-lanterns from
the Celtic cult of the severed head. BH
C.U. Ireland (unit)-Folklore
Rutland, Jonathan. See Inside a Roman Town; ed. by R.J. Unstead. Rev. ed. Warwick/Watts,
1986. ISBN 0-531-19014-5. 31p. illus. (See Inside) $10.40.
In a revised edition of a 1977 title, the oversize pages are divided into two columns, the
R space broken in diverse ways to accommodate illustrations and diagrams and their cap-
5-7 tions. Unlike David Macaulay's City, which focuses on site planning and architectural
details (and is superbly illustrated), this emphasizes daily life--although each book con-
tains information in both areas. This gives a great deal of information and it may serve
especially well for the reluctant reader, since the text, despite its small print and sometimes
cluttered format, is divided into short topics and has illustrations in full color. The author
discusses such topics as Builders at Work, Temples and Gods, The Gods and Goddesses of
Rome, and The Forum. Appended material includes an index, a glossary, a chronology of
important events (in a chart showing what was going on in other parts of the world from
753 B.C. to 476 A.D.). ZS
C.U. History, Ancient
Sanders, Scott R. Badman Ballad Bradbury, 1986. ISBN 0-02-778230-1. 241p. $13.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
Mute and retarded, the gentle giant who has angered the townsfolk of Roma by his
Ad murder of a dwarf is being hunted by Ely--a backwoods boy who has been trying to find
7-9 his brother (it's 1813, and Ely's brother has left a trail of clues on the Ohio Valley frontier)
and by his odd partner, a corpulent lawyer named Lightfoot who has no knowledge of
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outdoor life. They have been sent by the Roma authorities. Sanders makes heavy weather
of what is basically an intriguing story about the prejudice and viciousness of our society
against anyone who is different. There are bits of historical material about the war then
raging with England, a love story (Ely and a French-Shawnee girl, Rain Hawk, who had
been saved by the giant's murder from persecution by the vicious dwarf), and some excel-
lent evocations of setting to give contrast, but they are not quite sufficient to balance the
inertia of the main plot development. Characters are well differentiated and often colorful
but not always convincing.
D.V. Kindness
Sender, Ruth Minsky. The Cage. Macmillan, 1986. ISBN 0-02-781830-6. $13.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Any memoir that details the horrors of World War II concentration camps is bound to
Ad leave a strong impression, and this is no exception. Although it is not as well written as
8-12 some other accounts, the material itself is compelling. Sender begins and ends with
chapters of explanation to her own young daughter. Then, in the first section of the book,
she recalls her widowed mother's deportation and her attempts to support three younger
brothers through the hunger, illness, and persecution that plagued residents of the Lodz
ghetto in Nazi-occupied Poland. The second half relates her experiences in the Auschwitz
death camp and, later, the work camp at Mitelsteine, where she had the strength and luck
to survive, barely. The style is sometimes repetitious and sentimental, the Jewish charac-
ters always portrayed in a heroic light. The events, however, along with the awesome
determination of the narrator, will hold readers to the end. BH.
C.U. History-World War II, 1939-1945.
D.V. Courage
Shannon, Jacqueline. Too Much T.J. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29482-4. 159p. $14.95.
Razz, the narrator, is sixteen and has just transferred from a private school for girls,
Ad along with her friend Marty; both of them hope fervently that they'll get in the "right"
6-9 set, and one of the reasons Razz hopes to make it is so that she can attract T.J.-the Don
Juan of Pacific Beach High. This is less formulaic than it promises to be. When their
parents (her mother, his father) marry, it is a big chance for romance from Razz's point of
view. It doesn't work that way, and the development of a changing relationship (compli-
cated by parental and step-parental confrontations) is made convincing. It happens, how-
ever, at a tedious pace and it is weakened by the lack of depth or subtlety in characteriza-
tion.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Stepparents, adjustment to
Stanek, Muriel. My Mom Can't Read; illus. by Jacqueline Rogers. Whitman, 1986. ISBN
0-8075-5343-3. 30p. $10.25.
Tina, who has just started first grade and is the narrator, is having trouble learning to
Ad read and is repeatedly foiled when her mother evades requests for help. It will probably be
2-4 clear to readers that Mom can't read (she gets on the wrong bus, she refuses to look at a
menu, etc.), and it's nicely solved when Tina finally learns the truth and asks her teacher
for help. The teacher (black, sympathetic, tactful) sends Tina and her Mom to a
community center where both can be helped. It's useful to have a book that deals with the
fact of adult illiteracy, especially since the writing style is direct and simple. The
illustrations are black and white, softly drawn, and realistic. ZS
D.V. Education, valuing and seeking; Mother-daughter relations; Teacher-pupil
relations
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Van Allsburg, Chris. The Stranger; written and illus. by Chris Van Allsburg. Houghton, 1986.
ISBN 0-395-42331-7. 28p. $15.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Van Allsburg's aptitude for odd stories edges toward obscurity here in a picture book
Ad that recounts how fall was once delayed when Farmer Bailey's truck ran into the stranger
2-4 in charge of changing the seasons. The truck left the mysterious "hermit" stunned and
forgetful of his autumnal work. He stayed at the Bailey's farm, ate, slept, helped with the
harvest-but little Katy noticed that the wild rabbits seemed friendly to him. He blew a
cold breeze through the dining room when he cooled his soup, and finally, after observing
that the trees north of the Bailey's hill were brightly colored and the trees south still green,
the stranger remembered his mission, blew on a leaf, and disappeared... until the next
fall. There are carefully planted clues as to the stranger's identity, but they are a bit
obscure for young listeners. The full-color illustrations, framed in white, evoke an old-
fashioned New England landscape at the end of summer; some are remarkably peaceful in
tone, others slightly spooky by virtue of brooding colors, unexpected perspectives, or the
stranger's peculiar expressions. Children who can figure out what is going on (when the
doctor tells Mrs. Bailey to throw away the thermometer, for instance, because the mercury
is stuck at the bottom) could be intrigued; others may pass this one up for the artist's
fantastical but more specific Jumanji or The Polar Express. BH
C.U. Seasons (unit)
Wells, Rosemary. Max's Christmas; written and illus. by Rosemary Wells. Dial, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-8037-0290-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0289-2. 24p. Library ed. $7.89; Trade ed.
$7.95.
This should win new fans and delight those who are already addicted to stories about
R Max, the small rabbit who is cared for by his patient older sibling Ruby. What makes this
3-5 series of books by Rosemary Wells so successful is the ingenious quality of the writing
yrs. (and the pictures) so skillfully pruned by the author to the essentials of the story. Too,
Max is the Great Success of the preschool set, appearing shy and baffled but always, at the
close, surprising Ruby with a turnabout ending. Here Max has asked question after
question about where (is Santa coming) and how (does Santa get down the chimney) and
who (is Santa) and Ruby keeps saying "Because..." and, after a coup, that's Max's last
word. ZS
Williams, Vera B. Cherries and Cherry Pitts; written and illus. by Vera B. Williams. Greenwillow,
1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05146-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05145-6. 40p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
"First she makes a dot on the paper. Then she draws a line out from that dot."
R Bidemmi, a little black girl, always starts her drawings that way, and readers get to watch
K-3 as the line turns into a subway car, a running shoe, Bidemmi herself. She tells stories as she
draws--"She always starts with the word THIS"-and each one (a father on his way
home, a grandmother and her parrot, a big brother with a surprise for his sister) ends the
same way, with a gift of red cherries, "eating the cherries and spitting out the pits, eating
the cherries and spitting out the pits." Williams' portraits of Bidenimi drawing are done in
watercolor, the drawings Bidemmi makes are done with bright markers, some being
simple sketches, others filling the page with color, looking like naive, but glorious icons.
The interior stories are well integrated with each other, and the whole adds up to a study
of child as artist that is fresh, vibrant, and exciting. RS
D.V. Creativity
Wolitzer, Meg. The Dream Book. Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-05148-0. 148p. $10.25.
Eleven-year-olds Claudia and Danger (self-styled-she was born Mindy) become best
friends when they discover they are having mysterious identical dreams: about the strange
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M woman, a doctor who has an office in their building; a prophetic dream which saves a
4-7 classmate from a skyjacking (really); and, mostly, dreams that eventually lead the girls to
Claudia's missing father. It's an appealing premise but overburdened, unexplained, and
unconvicing. There are some rather wild tone shifts, from the pathos of Claudia's longing
for her father, to the heavy-handed satire of Danger's alternative school. The author
periodically and patly spells out, rather than integrating into her story, the emotional
development of her characters. RS
Wooding, Sharon L. Arthur's Christmas Wish;- written and illus. by Sharon L. Wooding. Athen-
eum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31211-3. 29p. $12.95.
In response to a visit from his fairy godfather, Arthur, a plump and somewhat lethargic
R mouse, makes a Christmas wish to play perfectly the two pieces he's supposed to practice
K-2 on the piano. His impressive performances win over his mother and a number of new
friends, but catch up with him when the pageant director requests that he substitute as
piano-player on an emergency basis. Believing that the magic still works, Arthur works
hard and does well on his own. Not a new story, but one that makes very pleasant holiday
reading, this is delicately illustrated in softly modulated tones with subtle hatch and cross-
hatch texturing and rounded shapes in small, contained compositions. There's also a slant
of humor, in both text and pictures, to offset any sentimental notes. BH
C.U. Christmas- stories
D.V. Self-confidence; Self improvement
Worth, Richard. You'll Be Old Someday, Too. Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10158-4. 118p. illus. with
photographs. $10.90.
Photographs of adequate quality, only some of which expand the text, illustrate a book
Ad that discusses many facets of the aging process and the roles of the elderly in contemporary
7-10 society. Worth describes the adjustments that must be made to retirement, aging, and the
acceptance of change; he comments on the factors that predispose old people to react in
different ways--their health, their vocation or avocation, their financial circumstances,
their relationships with family members, etc.-and he provides good background infor-
mation on the historical attitudes toward the old, the statistics of today, and the possibil-
ities of improved medical and social programs of the future. The book gives good cov-
erage, but it is weakened by a writing style that reads like a script for a documentary and
by repetition. A bibliography and an index are provided. ZS
C.U. Social studies
Wulffson, Don L. Incredible True Adventures. Dodd, 1986. ISBN 0-396-08799-X. Il0p. illus.
$8.95.
Nine true incidents are described in verging-on-lurid prose that is fairly easy to read but
M is gushy and condescendingly repetitive. Not all of the adventures are documented by cir-
5-7 cumstantial evidence; they range from living through a natural disaster to a shipwreck to
making a daring escape from an Iron Curtain country in a laboriously put-together tank.
Given the action and excitement of the tales and the fact that the writing is almost as
simple as it is fervent, this may be useful for reluctant older readers, especially those with a
short attention span. Most of the photographs are only tangentially related in that a
mention of ocean produces a picture of the ocean, or a picture of a tank is labelled "A
tank similar to the type.... " No sources are cited; an index is appended. ZS
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